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More than a decade of experiments (1,2) on the dynamic crystallization properties 
of melt droplet chondrules has 'ven llls a clearer understanding of what controls the % development of their textures. e two most important discoveries are (1) that if the 
droplet has a porphyritic texture it must not have been completely melted and (2) that 
vanations in the number and kind of nuclei can cause a variety of textures to develop from 
a single composition under very similar cooling conditions. P o ~ h  'tic textures, which 
occur in over 80% of melt droplet chondrules (3), result only If P eterogeneous nuclei 
remain in the droplet during melting and are present when cooling begins. Non porphyritic 
textures, such as barred, radial, or @as% result when stable nuclei are eliminated from the 
melt droplet before it begins to cool. All of the above textures could develop from the 
same composition cooled at the same rate with small variations in melting temperature or 
time. 

The composition of the chondrule plays a secondary role in determining what 
textures will crystallize. The melting temperature and phase relations of a given chondrule 
will be a function of its bulk composition. The melting temperatures of the known 
chondrule bulk compositions range from approximately 1450°C up to 165PC (4). 
Chondrules with lower melting temperatures tend to have oxene on the liquidus and 
those with higher temperatures tend to have olivine. The a a n g e  of porphyritic to non- 
porphyritic textures exists for nearly all the chondrule compositions. The ratio of 
porphyritic to non-porphyritic textures, however, increases as the olivine content and 
consequently the melting temperature increases. 

To explain how the texture is affected by nucleation and bulk composition, I will 
follow the crystallization paths of two bulk compositions. The first will have olivine as the 
liquidus hase and the second, pyroxene. The olivine liquidus chondrule melts at 1600°C 
(2,s) anfthe pyroxene liquidus chondrule at 147S°C (6). The precursor of the chondrule 
will be assumed to be partly crystalline material, but only a small fraction need be 
crystalline. 

To form a melt droplet chondrule, the melt to crystal ratio must be at least 60140. If 
melting occurs within 50°C below the liquidus, there will be an even smaller fraction of 
crystals. These cystah, which act as nuclei, do not have to be optically visible. Crystalhe 
material of suffiaent size to be stable and grow can be smaller than the resolution of the 
optical microscope. This kind of nucleation control of the crystallization textures is no 
different that what has been determined previously for lunar or terrestrial basalts ('7,s). 

If the olivine rich chondrule is cooled from the subliquidus temperature range, a 
po hyritic texture will f o m  The closer.the temperature is to the liquidus, the fewer the 
nuc 'P ei thus the larger the henocrysts. A micro o~hyritic texture, which is typical, would 
require numerous (sever 9 per cubic mm), eve 12 y btributed nuclei. The coohg rate will 
determine the shapes of the phenoq t s  which can vary from equant euhedral to elongate 
skeletal. Typical cooling rates for porphyritic textures would be m the range 2 to 100°C/hr. 
Faster rates would produce highly elongated, skeletal to dendritic olivines which would still 
be porphyritic, but are not commonly found in natural chondrules. 

If the temperature of melting exceeds the liquidus temperature, stable nuclei will 
disappear. Over some range of temperatures and times, at or sli htly above the liquidus, 
the melt will contain only submitical sized nuclei or embryos (9). Embryos will not begin to 
grow when cooling begms; they must increase in size so that exceed the critical nuclei 
radius or the degree of su ercooling must increase so that their existing size becomes 
supercritical, i.e. the critidradius of a nuclei decreases. In either case, some degree of 
supercooling will develop before owth begins and the degree of supercooling that 
develops wdl dictate the shape o f the olivine that grows. At the lower de ees of 
supercooling, acicular skeletal olivines will grow, these are the transition crystfsha es 
from the porphyritic to the barred oli*ne (BO) chondrules. As ever fewer and sm&er 
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embryos remain after melting, the degree of supercooling at which the olivines begin to 
grow will increase and the olivines will become dendritic and then plate dendritic. The 
plate dendrite is the basic unit of the BO chondrule. The plate or bar width will decrease 
as the degree of supercooling during growth increases. As the embryos decrease in size, 
the number of plate dendrites decreases until ultimately a single embryo produces the 
single plate dendrite of the "classic" BO chondrule. This sequence continues and the next 
step would be the formation of radial olivine spherulites wth continued increase in the 
degree of su ercooling at beginning of growth. Glass will form if nuclei are dficientl 
destroyed, afb~ough m some olivine rich compositions this re uires extremely hi$l 
temperatures, tens to hundreds of degrees above the liquidus and asses with no crystals 
rarely form. 

3 
The pyroxene rich chondrule will have a enerally similar array of textures as the 

olivine chondrule when submitted to similar me f tin8 and coolin histories relative to its 
liquidus temperature, but there are some distinct Merences. h e  porphyritic textures, 
which develop from near subli uidus temperatures, are similar, but the sequence of e pyroxene crystal shapes will be s 'ghtly different because pyroxene has a different crystal 
system. The equant euhedral phen st gives way to an equant skeletal shape as the 
cooling rate increases from 5 to l W C  "I hr. The pyroxene rich chofidrules show a unique 
behavlor, however, not observed in the olivine chondrules. At the slow cooling rate, 
S0C/hr, when melting is superliquidus eliminating poxene  nucleiolivine will nucleate in 
its stead and an olivine porphyritic chondrule wdl form. If pyroxene does eventually 
nucleate an olivine-pyroxene chondrule will form. 

The dendritic and radial yroxene crystal forms are distinctly different from those in P the olivine chondrules. The ske etal pyroxenes become dendritic when nuclei are no longer 
present and the degree of supercooling at the initiation of growth increases. The dendrites 
are large with either arallel plates, broadly similar to the BO texture, or more com lex 
tree like dendrites. &ere is also a significant number of barred and complexly den 2 ritic 
pyroxene texture W s .  The transition to radial or spherulitic textures occurs more readily 
than with the olivine rich compositions presumably because the pyroxene chondrules are 
more silica rich and pyroxene nucleation more difficult than olivine, thus higher degrees of 
su ercoolin can develop during cooling. There is a much wider variety of pyroxene I?, f s erulitic o m  from the ve broad fibers approaching tens of microns to the extreme1 
&e excentroradial textures. %he radial pyroxene may enclose olivine phenocrysts whic r, 
are usually metastable. Because the melting temperature of the pyroxene rich chondrules 
is lower than the olivine rich chondrules, more of them are melted above the liquidus. 
Thus a higher percentage are of the radial type than for the olivine chondrules. 

Melt droplet chondrules can develop a wide variety of textures with a small 
variation in the cooling conditions. The mixing of chondrules with different textures which 
might be presumed to have formed in widely separated locations is unnecessary. The most 
important variable is the melting temperature. Most melt dro let chondrules are 
porphyritic and thus the melting temperature ormot have exceede i' the liquidus of the 
mhvidual droplet. The barred, dendntic, and radial textures require slightl superliquidus 
melting temperatures to form. The melting temperatures of the chon & e precursor 
material is restricted to a few tens of degrees above or below the liquidus of the mdividual 
chondrule. 
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